
Future 
Simple

100 30
0

500 700 100
0

Future 
Continuous

100 30
0

500 700 100
0

Present in 
Future

100 30
0

500 700 100
0

Be going 
to

100 30
0

500 700 100
0



Future Simple 100

 What are the helping verbs of Future 
Simple?

Back



Future Simple 300

Which helping verb is unique 
and can use with all pronouns?

 

Back



Future Simple 500

What we need to do, if we need 
to ask question in future 

simple?

 

Back



Future Simple 700

What do the words "soon, 
tomorrow, next week" mean?

 

Back



Future Simple 1000

 What meanings does Future 
Simple have?

 

Back



Future Continuous 100

 Which are the helping verbs of 
Future Continuous?

 

Back



Future Continuous 300

How to form negative form of 
Future Continuous?

 

Back



Future Continuous 500
Put the right verb in the right form to the 

empty space

This evening at 8 o'clock, she __________ a 
movie with her friends.

 

Back



Future Continuous 700

 30
0

70
0



Future Continuous 1000
Make the right forms of verbs

When I (get)  to the party, Sally and Doug 
(dance) , John (make)  drinks, Sue and 

Frank (discuss) something controversial, 
and Mary (complain) about something 

unimportant. They are always doing the 
same things. They are so predictable.

 

Back



Present in Future 100

Which tenses we use to tell 
present in future?

 

Back



Present in Future 300

When do we use 
Present Simple in Future?

 

Back



Present in Future 500

When do we use 
Present Continuous in Future

 

Back



Present in Future 700

 

30
0

70
0



Present in Future 1000

Translate the sentences
My brother is playing football with his 

friends tonight.
I’m going to the cinema at the 

weekend.
Are you having a party for your 

birthday?
The next bus comes in 30 minutes

The film begins at 8 o’clock
 Back



Be going to 100

What forms of verb "TO BE" in 
“be going to” do we use?

 

Back



Be going to 300

What are you going to do, if you 
don't have any pocket money?

 

Back



Be going to 500

Auction Question

 



Be going to 700

What does "be going to" mean?

 

Back



Be going to 1000
Translate the sentence

She brought me my hat, and I knew I 
was going out into the warm sunshine.

 Back



Pig in a poke

Make the right form of future continuous and 
translate the sentence

When the boss comes, (John/use) the computer?

 
Back



Pig in a poke 300

 What group sings the song “All the 
right moves” ?

Back



Pig in a poke 700

Put the right form of Present Simple or Present Continuous

⦿ The train  (to leave)  at 11:45. 
⦿ We (to have) dinner at a nice restaurant on Saturday, but 

we have't booked a table yet. 
⦿ My ski instructor believes it  (to snow) in the mountains 

tomorrow evening. 
⦿ On Sunday at 8 o'clock I  (to meet)  my friend. 
⦿ They (to fly)  to London on Friday evening at 8:15. 

 

Back



Auction question

Make the right forms with “WILL” and “GOING TO”

Frank: I heard you're taking a Spanish class at the 
community college. 

Tom: Yeah, I (go) to Guatemala next spring and I thought 
knowing a little Spanish would make the trip easier. 

Frank: I (visit) my brother in Marseilles next year. Maybe 
I should take a French class. 

Tom: I have a course catalog in the other room. I (go)  get 
it, and we can see whether or not they're offering a 
French course next semester.

 

Back


